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Abstract
Elastic Optical Network (EON) virtualization has recently emerged as an enabling technol-
ogy for 5G network slicing. A fundamental problem in EON slicing (known as Virtual Network
Embedding (VNE)) is how to efficiently map a virtual network (VN) on a substrate EON charac-
terized by elastic transponders and flexible grid. Since a number of 5G services will have strict
latency requirements, the VNE problem in EONs must be solved while guaranteeing latency
targets. In existing literature, latency has always been modeled as a constraint applied on the
virtual links of the VN. In contrast, we argue in favor of an alternate modeling that constrains
the latency of virtual paths. Constraining latency over virtual paths (vs. over virtual links) poses
additional modeling and algorithmic challenges to the VNE problem, but allows us to capture
end-to-end service requirements. In this thesis, we first model latency in an EON by identifying
the different factors that contribute to it. We formulate the VNE problem with latency guarantees
as an Integer Linear Program (ILP) and propose a heuristic solution that can scale to large prob-
lem instances. We evaluated our proposed solutions using real network topologies and realistic
transmission configurations under different scenarios and observed that, for a given VN request,
latency constraints can be guaranteed by accepting a modest increase in network resource uti-
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Ultra-low latency communication is an important quality-of-service (QoS) requirement for many
emerging applications such as intelligent transportation, industry automation, immersive media
experience through virtual and augmented reality, online multi-player gaming, and tactile Inter-
net [26,31,38,53]. Additionally, safety, real-time control, and healthcare related applications can
have life-threatening consequences if their stringent latency requirements are not met [38]. La-
tency also significantly impacts the revenue generated by services such as electronic commerce
and high-frequency trading [3,41,48]. Consequently, latency-sensitive applications have become
one of the major business drivers for the development of the fifth-generation (5G) mobile net-
works [5, 25, 31, 35]. A key enabling technology for deploying latency-sensitive applications in
5G networks is network virtualization (aka network slicing) [19], which allows the instantiation
of one or more virtual networks (VNs) with dedicated substrate resources to guarantee latency
between application end nodes.
A key challenge in instantiating VNs for latency-sensitive applications is to devise a mecha-
nism to efficiently map VN nodes and links on the substrate network (SN). This problem, known
as Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) [16], has been extensively studied in the past, with a par-
ticular focus on ensuring bandwidth and reliability requirements [18]. Less attention has been
devoted to the VNE problem with latency constraints. In existing literature, latency requirements
have been modeled as constraints applied to the virtual links of the VN (i.e., each virtual link is
mapped to satisfy a given latency target) [6, 8, 23, 27, 46]. However, we argue in the favor of an
alternate latency constraint model, namely the virtual path based latency constraint, where the
VN request comes with a VN topology and a set of virtual paths with end-to-end latency require-
ments. These virtual paths can come from the service provider’s own routing and/or fault tolerant
policy while taking the application semantics into context. Applications typically require that a
given latency target is achieved along an entire path between application end nodes. For instance,
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two virtual nodes in a VN can represent two trading sites running an online trading service. In
this case, the network operator must compute one or more virtual paths between these two sites
while guaranteeing stringent latency requirements of the service.
Given that virtual paths are merely a sequence of virtual links, one can argue that latency con-
straints on the given virtual paths can be modeled as a system of linear equations consisting of
latency constraints on the virtual links. However, there is no guarantee that the given constraints
will not form an under-determined system. In that case, there can be many ways of allocating vir-
tual path latencies to virtual link latencies. Finding the optimal allocation that ensures minimum
cost VN embedding further increases the complexity of the already computationally complex
problem of performing VN embedding on an Elastic Optical Network (EON) [45]. Therefore,
we propose a mathematical model that performs VN embedding in a way such that it guaran-
tees optimality while explicitly computing per virtual link latencies. Note that we allow to split
virtual link demands on multiple EON paths (similar to [37]) while solving the VNE over EON
problem with latency guarantee on the virtual paths. This is particularly useful when no substrate
path can yield a data-rate large enough to accommodate a virtual link’s demand. Such multi-path
provisioning can be supported by Virtual Concatenation (VCAT) in Optical Transport Network
(OTN) [7] or the bonding capabilities of FlexE [1].
From a resource allocation perspective, per-virtual-path latency constraints have the advan-
tage of granting more flexibility in the selection of substrate paths for embedding compared to
per-virtual-link latency constraints. For instance, in Fig. 1.1, the latency bound on virtual link
qr can be varied as long as the latency constraints on virtual paths p-r-q and q-r-s are not vi-
olated. Hence, more options to embed virtual link qr become available if we assume per-path
latency constraints, compared to having a fixed latency constraint on qr. However, this flexi-
bility comes with the challenge of cleverly distributing the latency budgets of virtual paths to
constituent virtual links in a way that results in the optimal selection of substrate paths for em-
bedding. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has addressed the VNE problem with
latency constraints on virtual paths.
The networking infrastructure supporting 5G applications can span different technology do-
mains such as wireless radio, access/core/metro transport networks, and multi-tier data cen-
ters [19]. Each technology domain exhibits its own latency characteristics. In this thesis, we fo-
cus on transport networks, which constitute the largest segments in a telecommunication network
infrastructure. Traditional dense wavelength division multiplexed (DWDM) optical networks
(also called “fixed grid” optical networks), have been for a long time a dominant technology in
the transport segment thanks to their high-bandwidth and low-latency characteristics. Recently,
network operators are adopting EONs to overcome the limitations of DWDM networks, such
as inflexible and coarse-grained resource allocation [10, 20]. EONs have the capability to allo-









Figure 1.1: VN with latency requirement on virtual paths (marked by solid lines)
(i.e., EONs employ a flexible grid, as opposed to the traditional fixed grid, to allocate optical
spectrum slices). They also leverage the advances in coherent-transmission technology allowing
the tuning of transmission parameters such as baud rate, modulation format and forward error
correction (FEC) overhead. In what follows, we will consider EON as the underlying SN for our
problem.
EON virtualization has gained interest from the research community in recent times, espe-
cially because of its importance in 5G network slicing [10]. A fundamental problem in EON
virtualization is to efficiently map a VN on the substrate EON [18]. VNE has been extensively
studied for layer-2/3 electrical and fixed-grid optical networks [18]. However, VNE over EON
introduces unique challenges and complexities due to the large number of flexible transmission
parameters made available by EONs [45]. Several proposals for optimal resource allocation
in EONs have considered tuning all or a subset of these transmission parameters for satisfying
bandwidth requirements [22,32,45]. Even some research effort has been made towards address-
ing latency guaranteed VNE for layer-2/3 networks (a detailed literature review is presented in
Chapter 2). However, to the best of our knowledge no work in the EON virtualization literature
has considered satisfying path-based latency requirements.
1.1 Contributions
The main research contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• We address the problem of VNE over EON with latency guarantees on a set of given
virtual paths, while considering all the configurable transmission parameters on EONs, and
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allowing virtual link demands to be split on multiple substrate EON paths. We propose a
latency model in an EON by investigating the latency contributors both at EON node and
lightpath. To do so, we consider the components at EON nodes and along the lightpaths,
and we discuss the latency incurred by each of these components to transport data through
an EON.
• We present an Integer Linear Program (ILP) formulation for the VNE problem with path-
based latency requirements over EON, which enables us to solve this problem optimally.
In addition, due to the intractability of the ILP solution, we propose a heuristic algorithm
to tackle larger instances of this problem.
• We perform extensive evaluations of our proposed solutions using real network topologies
from [2] under different evaluation scenarios. Our simulation results show that the heuristic
incurs only 2.5% and 0.8% additional cost on average compared to the optimal solution for
fixed- and flex-grid EONs, respectively, while executing three to four orders of magnitude
faster. Moreover, we observed that guaranteeing latency constraints of a VN causes a
modest increase in resource utilization, while it results in a more significant impact on VN
blocking ratio in dynamic scenarios.
1.2 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the necessary background for
this thesis including an overview of the EON architecture, and resource allocation over EONs.
The chapter also provides a discussion of the related works. In Chapter 3, we present the problem
definition and propose a latency model for EONs. We present an ILP formulation for the problem
in Chapter 4. We propose a heuristic algorithm in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, we evaluate the
ILP and heuristic implementation for different scenarios. Finally, we conclude this thesis by




In this chapter, we discuss the evolution of the optical network architecture from DWDM to EON
in Section 2.1.1. A discussion then follows about the transmission configurations and resource
allocation for VNE over EONs in Section 2.1.2 and Section 2.1.3, respectively. In Section 2.2,
we present the related works under three categories: 1) works that address the VNE over EON
(in Section 2.2.1); 2) works that study latency-guaranteed VNE (in Section 2.2.2), and 3) works
that discuss the latency aspects in optical networks (in Section 2.2.3).
2.1 Optical Networks
2.1.1 Evolution from DWDM to EON
Optical networks have been the supporting technology for deploying transport networks for a
long time due to their high-bandwidth and low-latency communication capabilities. Fixed-grid
dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) has been the de facto technology used for op-
tical networking. However, DWDM is falling short of meeting today’s capacity requirements for
multiple reasons. First, coarse-grained spectrum allocation in DWDM leads to wasted capac-
ity, e.g., fitting a 40Gbps Ethernet signal into a 50Ghz size grid wastes 60% of slice capacity.
Second, fixed-grid DWDM is not flexible enough to meet the growing need for supporting data-
rates beyond 100Gbps [20]. In addition, DWDM devices cannot dynamically adjust transmission
properties (e.g., , spectrum of wavelength, bit rate, modulation scheme) according to the rapid
scaling need of a 5G network slice. These shortcomings of fixed-grid DWDM have led to the
evolution towards flex-grid optical networks. The more recent flex-grid approach divides the
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frequency spectrum into smaller (e.g., 12.5Ghz or 6.25Ghz) slices and allows allocation of an ar-
bitrary number of slices to right size spectrum allocation to customer needs. Flex-grid, combined
with the recent advances in coherent-transmission technology, can bring unprecedented elasticity
in tuning transmission parameters such as baud rate, modulation format and forward error correc-
tion (FEC) overhead. In addition, emerging transponder technologies such as bandwidth-variable
transponders and multi-flow transponders offer unprecedented capability of transmitting and re-
ceiving a traffic demand into multiple elastic optical flows, operating at independent bit rates, that
can be routed independently [37]. This new generation of optical networks is usually referred
to as Elastic Optical Networks (EONs) [10, 20]. EON capable devices also offer the proper ab-
straction to virtualize an optical network into a number of network slices as demanded by the 5G
architecture. Consequently, a higher number of network slices can be instantiated compared to
DWDM, while taking the QoS requirement of the network slices into account.
2.1.2 Transmission Configurations in EON
There are three main parameters that specify a transmission configuration in EONs: 1) baud rate
(symbol rate) which defines the number of symbols generated by a transponder at the source
node, 2) modulation format which specifies the number of bits transported by each symbol. 3)
forward error correction (FEC) which can be used at the destination node to detect and correct
the errors in the transmitted data. The amount of FEC overhead is specified by its percentage
compared to the total transmitting data.
Some possible transmission configurations are presented in Table 2.1. Each row represents
a configuration along with its transmitting data rate, its reach, and the number of slices that is
needed for the configuration assuming that width of each spectrum slice is 12.5 GHz. For exam-
ple, the first configuration generates 56.5 billion symbols per second and each of them transmits
two bits (QPSK modulation format), and 33% of the data are used for FEC. Each configuration
has some limitation in terms of the physical distance that a signal generated with a specific trans-
mission configuration could travel without degradation of the signal quality which is known as
the reach of that configuration. It is worth mentioning that the reach is dependent on both FEC
overhead and modulation format. By increasing the FEC overhead the reach of a configuration
also increases [21] whereas the actual data rate decreases. For example, in Table 2.1, the second
and third configurations are the same in terms of modulation format and data rate; however, the
second configuration has a higher FEC overhead. Consequently, the second configuration has
higher reach. By contrast, going to a higher modulation format (which transmits more bits per
symbol) increases the data rate, and reduces the reach of a configuration [12]. E.g., in Table 2.1,
the fourth configuration has a higher modulation format compared to the first one, and it has
higher data rate and lower reach.
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Table 2.1: Reach Table Example
Data Rate Modulation FEC Baud Rate Operating No. of Reach
(Gb/s) Format (Gbaud/s) Bandwidth (GHz) Slices (Km)
1
150
QPSK 33% 56.5 62.5 5 1800
2 8QAM 33% 40 50 4 1400
3 8QAM 20% 32 37.5 3 1200
4
250
8QAM 33% 64 75 6 1400
5 16QAM 33% 48 50 4 1000
2.1.3 Resource Allocation for VNE over EON
Embedding a virtual link (VLink) in an EON requires choosing one or more substrate path(s)
(SPath(s)) (considering splitting over multiple SPaths); transmission configuration satisfying the
reach, considering the SPath length; and spectrum slice allocation along each SPath satisfying
the contiguity and continuity constraints. That is, each split which uses a specific transmission
configuration should use a consecutive set of spectrum slices on each substrate link (SLink)
along a lightpath (contiguity) and the set of assigned spectrum slices should be the same along
a lightpath (continuity). Fig. 2.1 shows the embedding of a VLink request qr (Fig. 2.1(a)) over
substrate EON in Fig. 2.1(b). The virtual nodes (VNodes) q and r are mapped to substrate nodes
(SNodes) A and C, respectively. Each SLink has 10 spectrum slices with 12.5 GHz slice width.
Before embedding VLink qr the 4th and 7th spectrum slices are occupied on SLinks AB and
BC, respectively. To embed the VLink qr with 250 Gbps using the transmission configurations
in Table 2.1, one can either use one split with 250 Gbps data rate or two splits with 150 Gbps
each. Since the length of the SPath A-B-C is 1200 kms the 5th configuration, which has a 1000
km reach, could not be used to provision the demand. Moreover, there is no set of 6 consecutive
spectrum slices which are unoccupied on both AB and BC; hence, provisioning this demand
using 4th transmission configuration is infeasible. However, the demand could be satisfied using
two splits of 150 Gbps each using the 3rd transmission configuration (Fig. 2.1(c)). Although in
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(c) State of the SN after embedding VLink
qr using two splits
Figure 2.1: VLink embedding in EON
2.2 Related Works
2.2.1 VNE over EON
Several variants of the VNE problem have been extensively studied over the last decade for layer
2/3 network virtualization [18]. The problem has been investigated in the context of fixed-grid
optical networks [12] and, more recently, in the context of EONs [22, 32, 54]. Two variants of
the VNE problem over EON, namely, transparent VNE and opaque VNE have been investigated
in [22] and [32], respectively. In the transparent case, all the virtual links of a VN must use
the same spectrum for their substrate links, while in the opaque VNE case only the substrate
links in the embedding of the same virtual link must use the same spectrum. While refs. [22]
and [32] proposed a formulation based on multi-commodity flow, Ref. [54] uses pre-computed
path based formulations for the VNE over EON problem. However, none of these works lever-
ages the full flexibility of an EON, namely combining different modulation formats, FECs, and
baud rates to allow multiple transmission reaches. However, none of these works leverages the
full flexibility of an EON, namely combining different modulation formats, FECs, and baud rates
to allow multiple transmission reaches. Several works have considered the impact of these trans-
mission parameters in isolation, however, not in the context of the VNE problem (see e.g., [30]
for distance-adaptive modulation formats, [42] for variable baud rates, and [43, 44] for variable
FEC redundancy). More recently, the work presented in [45] investigated the flexibility offered
by EON for different transmission parameters can be leveraged for solving the VNE problem.
2.2.2 Latency-guaranteed VNE on Layer-2/3 Networks
A number of research efforts have been dedicated to investigate the VNE problem on layer-2/3
substrate networks while considering various forms of delay constraints such as per-virtual link
delay [6,8,23,27,46] and differential delay in a multi-cast virtual network [6,52]. Chochlidakis et
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al., , addresses the delay-constrained VNE problem in the context of mobile networks, where the
VN request has a tree structure representing communication between edge routers and a single
gateway node [14]. While computing the VN embedding, [14] also computes provisions paths
between edge routers so that users can seamlessly hand-off between them. Unlike other works
in the area which consider delay as a single quantitiy, [14] models substrate network delay as a
combination of propagation delay and queuing delay. Queuing delay, which was modeled as a
hyperbolic function of residual link capacity in the authors’ earlier work [15], is then approxi-
mated using a piecewise linear function for simplifying the optimization model. A number of dif-
ferent objectives have been considered across these works, including, minimizing resource (i.e.,
substrate node and/or link resource) provisioning cost [6, 14, 27, 46, 52], maximizing acceptance
ratio [8,52], balancing delay across virtual links [28], and minimizing energy consumption [23].
Different techniques have been leveraged to solve different variations of the delay-constrained
VNE problem, including, integer programming [6, 27, 28], markov reward based node similarity
ranking [8], meta-heuristic algorithm [6], network segmentation [23, 46], projected sub-gradient
method [14]. In addition to solving delay-constrained VNE problem, Inführ et al., , also proposes
a benchmarking mechanism to generate problem instances for such problems. They propose
generating four classes of VNE requests representing different applications, namely web appli-
cations, streaming, P2P file transfer, and VoIP application, by setting different ranges of values
for bandwidth and delay constraints. However, most works in delay-constrained VNE abstract
all components of substrate network delay into one metric, i.e., physical link delay. An elaborate
discussion on the contributing factors to layer-2/3 substrate network delay and literature survey
on how they have been modeled in the past is presented in [34].
2.2.3 Latency Considerations in Optical Network
Several research papers and industry white papers have discussed different sources of latency in
an optical network [9, 26, 29, 36, 40]. According to the literature latency in optical network stem
from various technology domains such as physical layer operations [29], components inside an
optical switching element [9], transport layer processing [26, 36, 40]. This body of work will
be helpful in determining the latency components that should be considered while modeling the
delay-constrained VNE problem for EON. Furthermore, the numeric ranges reported for different
latency components will help us in deciding if certain latency components can be omitted to keep
the model complexity at a reasonable level.
Tanimura et al., proposed the architecture of a programmable optical transceiver that enables
simultaneous optimization of multiple tunable transmission programmable parameters, namely
modulation format, symbol rate, power allocation, and FEC overhead for satisfying throughput,
signal quality, and latency requirements [47]. They argue that in addition to propagation delay,
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other transmission parameters (e.g., FEC overhead computation) overhead computation can have
impact on latency of an end-to-end optical path. An analytical model to derive a transmission
configuration that satisfies a given throughput and latency requirement is also presented in [47].
To the best of our knowledge, delay-constrained VNE for EON substrate with flexible trans-
mission parameters has not been addressed in the literature. Furthermore, the literature on delay-
constraint VNE over layer-2/3 networks consider per virtual link delay constraint. In contrast,
we propose a novel delay modeling for the VN, i.e., virtual path based delay constraints, which
is more suitable to represent the requirement of emerging ultra-low latency applications.
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Chapter 3
Mathematical Model and Problem
Statement
In this chapter, we first present a mathematical model of the inputs and latency characterization
of different EON components followed by a formal statement of the problem.
3.1 Substrate EON
The substrate EON (SN) is an undirected graph G = (V,E), where V and E are the set of
substrate optical nodes (SNodes) and substrate optical links (SLinks), respectively. Without loss
of generality, we assume the optical nodes to be colorless, directionless, and contentionless [4].
We also assume the SLinks to be bi-directional, i.e., adjacent optical nodes are connected by one
optical fiber in each direction. The optical frequency spectrum on each SLink e = (u, v) ∈ E
is divided into equal-width slices represented by the set S and enumerated as 1, 2. . . |S|. In what
follows, we use the term frequency/spectrum slot and slice interchangeably. P and Pkuv ⊂ P
represents the set of all paths in G and the set of k-shortest paths between nodes u, v ∈ V ,
respectively. The two endpoints of a path p ∈ P are represented by src(p) and dst(p). The
number of SLinks and the physical length of a path p in kilometers are represented by |p| and
len(p), respectively. We use the binary variable δpe to denote the association between a path
p ∈ P and any link e ∈ E.
The following transmission parameters can be configured on a path p with physical length
len(p) to enable data transmission with different data-rates d ∈ D: baud-rate or symbol-rate, b,
modulation format, m, and forward error correction code (FEC) overhead, f , selected from the
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set of possible values B,M, andF , respectively. We use a tuple t = (d, b,m, f) ∈ T = (D×B×
M× F) to represent a transmission configuration that dictates the combination of b ∈ B, m ∈
M, and f ∈ F that can be used to yield a data-rate d ∈ D. For the sake of representation we use
t(d), t(b), t(m), and t(f) to denote the data-rate, baud-rate, modulation format, and FEC overhead
of a configuration t ∈ T . A reach table R, computed based on physical layer characteristics,
specifies the maximum length of a path (i.e., the reach rt) capable of retaining a satisfactory
optical signal to noise ratio when configured according to a transmission configuration t ∈ T .
Finally, nt denotes the number of slices required to accommodate a transmission configuration
t ∈ T , which is dependent on the parameters of t.
3.2 Virtual Network Request
The virtual network requests are made in the form of an undirected graph Ḡ = (V̄ , Ē), where V̄
and Ē are the set of virtual nodes (VNodes) and virtual links (VLinks), respectively. The function
τ : V̄ → V represents VNode to SNode mapping and is an input to our problem (a common
assumption for optical network virtualization [51]). Each virtual link ē ∈ Ē has a bandwidth
requirement β̄ē. We allow the VLinks to be mapped to multiple substrate paths (SPaths) (similar
to [37, 45]), each with a lower data-rate than β̄ē, since the reach becomes smaller for higher
data-rates (e.g., more than 400Gbps) limiting the number of usable paths. However, we limit
the number of VLink splits to maximum q (≥ 1). Such multi-path provisioning is supported by
technologies such as Virtual Concatenation (VCAT) in Optical Transport Network (OTN) [7] or
bonding capabilities of FlexE [1].
3.3 Latency Constraints
We assume there exists a function latency(.), which, when applied on any path, either virtual or
substrate, returns the latency of that path. Let, ā be a loop-free path in the VN (i.e., a VPath). A
VPath can have one (i.e., representing a single VLink) or more VLink(s), therefore, |ā| >= 1.
We represent the latency budget of a VPath using a tuple ` = (ā, L) ∈ (PḠ × R+), where PḠ is
the set of all paths in Ḡ that require a bounded latency as mandated by the service provider and
R represents the set of all positive real numbers. The tuple ` implies that after the embedding the
latency of the VPath `(ā) should not exceed `(L), i.e., latency(`(ā)) ≤ `(L), where latency(`(ā)) =∑
ē∈ā latency(ē) and latency(ē) is the latency of the VLink ē. All the latency constraints of a
VN request are represented by the set of such tuples L(Ḡ).
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3.4 Latency Model
We present a latency model that captures different key latency contributors in an EON. The
latency contributors can be broadly classified into those at EON nodes and those on a lightpath
(Table 3.1). This latency model will be used to compute the latency perceived along a lightpath,
which in turn will help determine the usable lightpaths for the VN embedding. In the following,
we discuss the delay components under each category in detail.
Table 3.1: Latency contributors in EON
Node latency 2(Ltxp + Lfec)
OTN/FlexE elements (Lotn) Negligible
Transponders (Ltxp) 30 ns
FEC processing (Lfec) 10 µs (std.), 150 µs (super)
Path latency = len(p)Lprop + nampLamp + (|p|+ 1)Lroadm
Fiber propagation (Lprop) 4.9 µs/km
Re-generators (Lrgn) Not considered
Amplifiers (Lamp) 150 ns/unit
CD compensation (Ldcf ) Not considered
ROADMs & BV-OXCs (Lroadm) O(nanoseconds)
3.4.1 Latency contributors at an EON node
We assume a multi-layer flexible node architecture as presented in [33], that consists of a set of
OTN/FlexE line-cards (with or without a FEC module), a set of bandwidth-variable transpon-
ders (BVTs), and a reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexer (ROADM). A transparent light-
path goes through all these components only at the source and destination EON nodes of the
lightpath. At intermediate nodes, also known as the bypass nodes, the lightpath only passes
through ROADMs bypassing OTN/FlexE elements and BVTs. Therefore, we will consider the
latency contributed by ROADMs as a latency component at lightpath level to be discussed in
Section 3.4.2.
OTN/FlexE elements One potential source of latency is due to processing and/or congestion
at OTN/FlexE nodes for virtual link demand splitting/merging. In the case of FlexE, the FlexE
Shim maps the FlexE Client(s) to a group of bonded Ethernet signals, each of which is carried
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independently over the EON. In the destination node, another FlexE Shim is responsible for
creating the FlexE Client(s) out of the bonded Ethernet signals [1]. In OTN, a mapper/demapper
converts higher layer signal(s) to OTN frame(s) and vice versa. Research literature on the subject
reports that the processing delay at FlexE shim or OTN mapper/demapper is negligible compared
to optical transponder processing delay, FEC processing delay, and propagation delay along the
fibers [36, 40]. Furthermore, OTN is a deterministic transport technology, therefore, there is no
queuing delay due to congestion at the nodes. Similarly, FlexE nodes can be fully scheduled
with static resource allocation, thereby avoiding any congestion related delay altogether [40].
Therefore, we ignore the latency incurred by OTN/FlexE nodes in our model.
Transponders (BVTs in case of EONs) Transponders convert a client demand to an optical
signal with just enough spectrum to carry the demand [33]. The latency incurred on transpon-
ders varies depending on their design and supported functionality. More complex transponders
include functionality such as in-band management and can have latencies in the range 5 – 10
µs [9]. However, many equipment vendors offer simpler and lower-cost transponders without
features such as in-band management. These devices result in transponder processing time Ltxp
as low as 30 ns [26].
FEC processing FEC is used for detecting and correcting transmission errors due to noise
and other impairments present in high-capacity transmissions. A stronger FEC increases sys-
tem margin for a given Bit Error Rate (BER) and optical signal power, thereby increasing the
signal-to-noise ratio, enabling longer optical reaches. FEC encoder/decoder modules introduce
a processing delay Lfec of ≈10 µs each for standard FECs [40]. However, processing delay for
super FECs with increased correction ability can go up to 150 µs [9]. Since a pair of FEC mod-
ules and transponders are involved in a transmission, the delay introduced at the terminal nodes
of a lightpath is:
Ln = 2(Ltxp + Lfec) (3.1)
3.4.2 Latency contributors on a lightpath
A lightpath can span several optical fibers through several bypass EON nodes. Depending on
the path’s length there can be re-generators, amplifiers, dispersion compensating fibers (DCF),
ROADMs and bandwidth-variable optical cross-connect (BV-OXCs) placed along the path, each
contributing towards latency. In the following, we discuss the delay introduced by these compo-
nents.
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Fiber propagation The major latency contributor on a lightpath is the propagation delay. Ide-
ally, the speed of light in vacuum (299792.458 km/s) generates a propagation delay of 3.336
µs/km. However, due to optical fiber’s refractive index light travels slower in the fiber than in the
vacuum, resulting in a propagation delay Lprop ≈4.9 µs per kilometer of fiber. fiber.
Regenerator 3R (re-amplification, re-shaping, re-timing) regenerators are used to increase the
lightpath reach. They also significantly contribute to latency, as 3R regeneration involves optical-
to-electrical-to-optical conversion that can take ≈100 µs depending on the level of electrical
processing needed [9]. In this study, we assume that the substrate EON does not contain any
3R regenerators (rather the modulation format and FEC levels can be tuned to attain different
reaches for a transparent lightpath). Therefore, we do not consider any latency incurred by 3R
re-generators.
Amplifier Amplifiers are needed to boost the signal strength on long transmission lines [29].
Unlike regenerators, amplifiers operate completely in the optical domain, eliminating the need
to separately amplify each individual channel. Erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs), widely
used in long-haul networks, contain up to 30 m long erbium doped fiber that introduces a delay,
Lamplifier, of about 150 ns in each amplifier [26]. One approach to avoid this additional latency
is to use expensive Raman amplifiers that use a different optical characteristic to amplify the
optical signal. In Raman amplifiers, there are no additional spools of optical fiber and therefore
no additional latency is incurred [9]. The number of amplifiers on a lightpath p, namp(p) is
≈ dlen(p)/fspane, where len(p) is the physical length of p and fspan is the typical distance
between two amplifiers, called fiber span (in the order of 80 km).
Dispersion compensating fiber Another potential contributor for the latency in a fiber trans-
mission line is the dispersion compensating fiber (DCF) used in long-haul networks [26]. DCF
is used to compensate Chromatic Dispersion (CD) of the optical signal that stems from the dif-
ferential speeds of lightpaths occupying different spectrum ranges in the fibers. The length of
DCF is typically between 15% to 25% of the overall fiber length, which essentially increases
fiber propagation delay [29]. However, dispersion compensation module (DCM) based on fiber
Bragg gratings (FBG) technology can compensate several hundred kilometers of CD without any
significant use of additional fiber. DCM keeps the additional latency introduced for CD within
a maximum of 50 ns [9]. Nonetheless, in modern coherent transmission systems, CD is mainly
compensated through digital signal processing (DSP) at the receiver, eliminating the need for
DCF [50]. Therefore, we do not consider any latency pertaining to dispersion compensation in
our model.
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ROADM and BV-OXC Another component present along a transparent lightpath is the
ROADM, installed on the bypass EON nodes. ROADMs may also include BV-OXC that can
switch spectrum at intermediate EON nodes. Since optical flows are optically and independently
switched by these intermediate devices for different lightpaths, the delays introduced by
ROADMs and BV-OXCs, LROADM , are in the order of tens of ns [36, 53]. The total number of
ROADMs (or, BV-OXCs) on a lightpath p is (|p|+ 1), where |p| is the number of SLinks on the
lightpath.
Based on the above discussion, the latency incurred on a lightpath can be expressed as fol-
lows:
Lp = Ln + len(p)Lprop + namp(p)Lamp + (|p|+ 1)Lroadm (3.2)
In case of VLink embedding with splits (as discussed in Section 3.2), the set of lightpaths
supporting a VLink ē ∈ Ē can differ with each other in terms of physical length and number of
intermediate hops, resulting in different latency for these lightpaths. Hence, the latency of ē is
determined by the lightpath p with the maximum Lp since the destination OTN/FlexE node has
to wait for the slowest split before merging all the splits of a VLink. If Pē is the set of paths





3.4.3 Differential delay requirement
VLink embedding by splitting its demand over multiple SPaths imposes additional buffering
overhead at the destination OTN/FlexE node to offset the different delays experienced by dif-
ferent splits of the VLink transmitted on different lightpaths. This is also known as the the
differential delay problem [13, 24]. To account for differential delay, the destination node needs
to store all but the most delayed flow in a buffer until the last flow arrives. The amount of buffer
needed to compensate the differential delay depends on both the data-rates of the individual paths
and the maximum allowed differential delay (DDmax). Both VCAT and FlexE impose very strict
bound on DDmax, specifically, 250 µs and 10 µs, respectively [1, 13]. We express differential
delay requirement for a VLink in terms of the maximum and minimum delay of its embedding
SPath set as follows:




Lp) ≤ DDmax (3.4)
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3.5 Problem Statement
Given an SN G, a reach table R, and a VN request Ḡ with VNode mapping function τ and
latency constraint set L(Ḡ):
• Compute the link embedding function γ : Ē → χ : χ ⊂ P ×T ×S2 and 1 ≤ |χ| ≤ q, i.e.,
compute up to a maximum of q splits for the bandwidth demand β̄ē of each VLink ē ∈ Ē,
select an SPath and an appropriate transmission configuration t ∈ T from the reach table
R for each split, and allocate a contiguous segment of slices represented by the starting and
ending slice index on each SLink along the SPath. χēi = (p, t, sb, st)|1 ≤ i ≤ q represents
the i-th split, where χ(p)ēi and χ
(t)
ēi denote the selected SPath and transmission configuration
for the i-th split, respectively. In addition, allocation of spectrum slices for the i-th split
begins at index χ(sb)ēi and ends at index χ
(st)
ēi along each SLink in the SPath χ
(p)
ēi . The VLink
embedding should be performed in a way such that the latency constraint on virtual paths
are satisfied, i.e., ∀` ∈ L(Ḡ) : latency(`(ā)) ≤ `(L).










ēi + 1)× |χ
(p)
ēi | (3.5)
Here, |χ(p)ēi | is the number of SLinks on the SPath χ
(p)
ēi .
The above is subject to substrate resource constraints, and spectral contiguity (i.e., the allocated
slices of each split are always adjacent to each other) and continuity (i.e., the same sequence of
slices are allocated on each SLink along an SPath) constraints on the lightpaths.
3.6 Pre-computations
For each VLink ē ∈ Ē, we pre-compute Pkē , a set of k shortest paths between the pair of SNodes
where the VLink’s endpoints’ are mapped. For each SPath p ∈ Pkē , we pre-compute the set of
admissible transmission configurations, Tēp ⊂ T , such that each configuration t ∈ Tēp results in








We present a path-based ILP formulation for optimally solving the problem, i.e., we provide
the set of possible SPaths for VLink embedding as input to the ILP. Note that some of the
constraints except the latency and differential delay constraints have been presented in different
forms in different research works [17, 45, 49]. In the interest of completeness, we present both
the common ones and the ones specifically required for the problem at hand.
4.1 Decision Variables
We allow a VLink’s bandwidth demand to be satisfied by provisioning slices over multiple SPaths
(up to a maximum of q). Slice provisioning over multiple SPaths can be performed using a com-
bination of the following two cases: (i) allocate contiguous sets of slices on distinct SPaths;
(ii) allocate different contiguous sets of slices on the same SPath (with the same or different
transmission configuration(s)). The latter represents a scenario when there are sufficient slices
available over an SPath, however, its length does not allow provisioning the required data-rate
using a single contiguous set of slices. To represent the second case, we assume each transmis-
sion configuration for an SPath can be instantiated multiple times (up to a maximum of q times).
The following variable represents VLink mapping:
wēpti =

1 if ē ∈ Ē uses i-th instance of t ∈ Tēp
on path p ∈ Pkē
0 otherwise
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Finally, the following decision variable creates the relationship between a mapped SPath and the
slices in its SLinks:
yēptis =

1 if ē ∈ Ē uses slice s ∈ S on path p ∈ Pkē
with the i-th instance of t ∈ Tēp
0 otherwise
4.2 Constraints
4.2.1 VLink demand constraints
We provision a VLink by splitting it across up to q SPaths. Constraint (4.1) ensures that for
each VLink ē ∈ Ē, the sum of data-rates resulting from applying the selected transmission
configuration on the selected paths is equal to the VLink’s demand. Then, (4.2) enforces an
upper limit on the number of splits.







(wēpti × t(d)) = β̄ē (4.1)







wēpti ≤ q (4.2)
4.2.2 Slice assignment and Spectral Contiguity constraints
We ensure by (4.3) that if a path p is selected with a specific transmission configuration t, then the
required number of slices nt to support the data-rate t(d) is allocated on the path. (4.4) ensures
that each slice on an SLink is allocated to at most one path. Finally, (4.5) ensures the slices
allocated on each link of a path form a contiguous frequency spectrum.
∀ē ∈ Ē,∀p ∈ Pkē ,∀t ∈ Tēp, 1 ≤ i ≤ q :
∑
∀s∈S
yēptis = ntwēpti (4.3)
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wēptiyēptisδpe ≤ 1 (4.4)
∀ē ∈ Ē,∀p ∈ Pkē ,∀t ∈ Tēp, 1 ≤ i ≤ q, 1 ≤ s ≤ |S| − 1 :
|S|∑
s′=s+2
yēptis′ ≤ |S| × (1− yēptis + yēpti(s+1)) (4.5)
4.2.3 Latency Constraints
Recall from Section 3.3 that the VN embedding has to satisfy a set of path-based latency con-
straints L(Ḡ). Since each such constraint ` ∈ L(Ḡ) involves one or more VLinks, we first
introduce a new decision variable vlink latē that finds the latency of each VLink ē using the
following linear constraint derived from (3.3):
∀ē ∈ Ē,∀p ∈ Pkē ,∀t ∈ Tēp, 1 ≤ i ≤ q : Lpwēpti ≤ vlink latē (4.6)
The following constraint uses (4.6) to ensure that each latency constraint ` ∈ L(Ḡ) is satisfied:
∀` ∈ L(Ḡ) :
∑
∀ē∈`(ā)
vlink latē ≤ `(L) (4.7)
4.2.4 Differential Delay Constraints
Recall from Section 3.4.3, VLink embedding must satisfy the differential delay requirement
(3.4). We use (4.6) and (4.8) to find the maximum and minimum delay of each VLink, respec-
tively. In (4.8), extra care is needed to avoid getting zero as the minimum latency of a VLink
induced by a non-selected path, tuple, and instance combination. The second term on the r.h.s
of (4.8) allows to avoid such cases assuming that λ is sufficiently larger than the maximum
value of Lp in the EON. For a non-selected path combination, second term on the r.h.s of (4.8)
becomes dominant, generating constraint min delay(ē) ≤ λ. For a selected path, tuple, and
instance combination, the second term becomes zero and the first term generates the constraint
min delay(ē) ≤ Lp. As λ >> Lp, min delay(ē) ≤ Lp dominates over min delay(ē) ≤ λ to
generate the minimum delay of a VLink as the minimum delay of all the selected path, tuple,
and instance combinations. Finally, (4.9) uses (4.6) and (4.8) to enforce the differential delay
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requirement for VLinks:
∀ē ∈ Ē,∀p ∈ Pkē ,∀t ∈ Tēp, 1 ≤ i ≤ q :
min delay(ē) ≤ wēpti × Lp + (1− wēpti)× λ (4.8)
∀ē ∈ Ē : vlink latē −min delay(ē) ≤ DDmax (4.9)
4.3 Objective Function
Our cost function minimizes the total number of spectrum slices required to embed all the VLinks
of a VN as shown in the first part of (4.10). However, to break ties among multiple solutions with
the same total number of slices, we use the second term in (4.10) that minimizes the number of
























The weight ε1 in (4.10) is chosen in a way that the second term is effective only when multiple




Given the NP-hardness of the optimal solution to the VNE over EON problem even without
latency constraints [45], we propose a heuristic to solve large problem instances. In this section,
we first give an overview of the embedding process of a VN with latency constraints on an
EON (Section 5.1). Then, we discuss how we select the embedding order of VLinks and how
we constraint the latency of individual VLinks in a way that satisfies the latency constraints on
VPaths (Section 5.2). Finally, we discuss the embedding process of a single VLink with already
mapped endpoints (Section 5.3).
5.1 Heuristic solution for VN Embedding
Alg. 1 takes as input a VN Ḡ, an EON G, set of latency constraints L(Ḡ), and a node mapping
function τ : V̄ → V . One way of computing a cost efficient VLink mapping for a given VNode
mapping is to consider all |Ē|! possible orders of sequentially embedding VLinks. The lowest
cost mapping among all possible VLink orders then can be chosen as a cost effective solution for
the given VNode mapping. However, this brute-force approach is not scalable. Instead, Alg. 1
considers only one sequential VLink embedding order that is dynamically computed to converge
to a solution within a reasonable time.
To embed a VLink ē, one needs to compute the maximum latency allowable for ē that will not
violate any of the latency constraints. This is not trivial because ē can belong to multiple VPaths
with different latency constraints, e.g., VLink qr on VPaths p-r-q and q-r-s in Fig. 1.1. What
makes it even more difficult is that the mappings (and corresponding latencies) of other VLinks
on these VPaths may not be known at this time due to the sequential nature of Alg. 1. For
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instance, at the time of estimating the latency budget of the VLink qr in Fig. 1.1, the mappings
and latency budgets of VLinks rp and rs might not be known. Therefore, Alg. 1 estimates
an upper bound of the latency budget of a VLink ē based on the latencies of already mapped
VLinks, and on the estimated latencies and slice availability in the candidate SPaths of the other
unmapped VLinks. Assuming the SPaths in Pkē are sorted in increasing order of their lengths,
this upper bound is set to the latency of the maximal i-th SPath pi ∈ Pkē |i ≤ k, such that this
chosen value does not violate any of the latency constraints considering the latencies of currently
mapped VLinks and the estimated latencies of unmapped ones. Therefore, the estimated latency
budget generates an allowed set of candidate SPaths P iē = {p1, p2, .., pi} for ē’s embedding.
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for VN Embedding
1 function VNEmbedding(G, Ḡ, L(Ḡ), τ )
2 Ēremaining ← Ē
3 while Ēremaining 6= φ do
4 < ē, i >← GetNextVLinkToEmbed(G, Ḡ, Ēremaining,Pkē )
5 Zē ←FindOptimal(G, ē,P iē, Tē)
6 foreach e ∈ p|p ∈ Iē.Piē do
7 Perform slice assignment using Iē.S
8 χē.P ← Iē.Piē, χē.T ← Iē.TPiē
9 if χē = φ then return < φ, φ >
10 Ēremaining ← Ēremaining − {ē}
11 return γ : Ē → χ >
To increase the chances of finding a feasible solution, Alg. 1 embeds the most constrained VLink
ē in terms of slice availability in its allowed set of candidate SPaths P iē during each iteration.
Alg. 1 uses Alg. 2 to find the most constrained VLink ē from the set of unmapped VLinks and
the allowed set of candidate SPaths P iē for ē (details of Alg. 2 will be given in the next section).
For the chosen VLink ē, Alg. 1 invokes Alg. 3 to compute the optimal solution for ē based on
P iē (line 5). Alg. 1 then allocates spectrum slices on all SLinks present in the solution returned
by Alg. 3 and updates the VLink mapping function χ. If no solution can be found for any ē, VN
embedding fails. Note that after a VLink is mapped, its actual latency can be computed from the
set of SPaths used for mapping, and slice availability in the candidate SPaths of the unmapped
VLinks will need to be updated. Therefore, Alg. 2 is invoked in each iteration of Alg. 1 to
dynamically find the most constrained VLink leveraging the up to date status of embedding and
EON.
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5.2 VLink Ordering and Latency Budget Allocation
Alg. 2 estimates the latency budgets of the unmapped VLinks in a way such that embedding of
VLinks appearing later in the order become more unlikely to fail due to very tight budgets or due
to insufficient number of contiguous slices in their candidate SPaths. For instance, the estimated
latency budget of the VLink qr belonging to VPaths p-r-q and q-r-s in Fig. 1.1 should not be
too large to leave close to zero latency budgets for other VLinks on p-r-q or q-r-s. One way
of ensuring this is to maximize the number of allowed candidate SPaths for the VLinks while
satisfying the latency constrains. While this approach works well in a green-field EON with
ample spectrum slices, it may lead to infeasible embedding in a dynamic environment where
some of the SPaths in P iē are fragmented due to accommodating existing VNs. Therefore, Alg. 2
takes slice availability in the candidate SPaths into account while estimating latency budgets.
Alg. 2 computes an index iē for each VLink ē, denoting the maximum index of the SPath in
the set of allowed SPaths for ē corresponding to the latency budget. While computing this index,
Alg. 2 employs spectrum awareness by maximizing the minimum number of usable slices in the
allowed set of SPaths for each of the remaining VLinks while satisfying all latency constraints.
To do so, Alg. 2 performs binary search over the interval between 1 and the minimum value of
the number of free slices in the candidate SPaths of the remaining VLinks. In each iteration of
binary search, Alg. 2 chooses the median value med in the range and increases iē until the total
number of free slices in the SPaths in P iē becomes equal or more than med. It then uses iē to
compute the estimated latency of ē. After estimating latencies for all the unmapped VLinks,
Alg. 2 checks if any latency constraint in L(Ḡ) is violated. Based on this test, the binary search
continues in the appropriate range and terminates when the range size becomes 1.
The binary search in Alg. 2 provides a lower bound a on the minimum number of usable slices
across all the VLinks. However, it does not identify the VLink(s) with the minimum number of
usable slices. According to the property of binary search, there exists at least one VLink for
which iē cannot be increased beyond a without violating at least one latency constraint. Alg. 2
identifies such VLink by attempting to increase the iē for each virtual link ē and checking if all
the latency constraints can still be satisfied using the expanded set of allowed SPaths. The VLink
that fails this test is then returned as the most constrained one along with its corresponding index
iē (line 28 – 29). If multiple such VLinks exist, Alg. 2 returns the one with higher demand, which
is ensured by traversing the VLinks in decreasing order of their demand (line 23).
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Algorithm 2: Algorithm for finding a VLink based on latency constraints and spectrum
availability
1 function GetNextVLinkToEmbed(G, Ḡ, Ērest,Pkē ,L(Ḡ))
2 foreach ē ∈ Ē \ Ērest do
3 p← SPath with the longest length in χē.P
4 est latency(ē)← Lp using (3.2)
5 L ← all latency constraints in L(Ḡ)




7 while b− a > 1 do
8 med← a+b
2
9 foreach ē ∈ Ērest do
10 iē ← free(ē)← 0
11 while free(ē) < med do
12 iē ← iē + 1
13 free(ē)← free(ē) + free slices(piē)
14 est latency(ē)← Lpiē using (3.2)
15 all constraints satisfied← true
16 foreach l ∈ L do
17 est latency(`(ā)) =
∑
ē∈ā est latency(ē)
18 if est latency(`(ā)) > `(L) then
19 all constraints satisfied← false
20 break
21 if all constraints satisfied = true then a← med
22 else b← med
23 foreach ē ∈ Ērest in decreasing order of β̄ē do
24 iē ← iē + 1
25 est latency(ē)← Lpiē using (3.2)
26 foreach l ∈ L do
27 est latency(`(ā)) =
∑
ē∈ā est latency(ē)
28 if est latency(`(ā)) > `(L) and free(ē) = a then
29 return < ē, iē − 1 >
5.2.1 Running Time Analysis
Alg. 2 performs a binary search on a range of k×|S|, resulting in O(log k|S|) iterations. In each
iteration of the search, latency budget estimation can take O(k|Ē|) time since we need to check
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all the VLinks and all their k candidate shortest paths at the initial stage. Each iteration of the
binary search also involves checking |L| latency constraints, each of which can have |V̄ | VLinks,
requiring O(|L||V̄ |) time. Finally, finding the most constrained VLink takes |Ē| × |L||V̄ | time
as |L| latency constraints need to be checked for each VLink. Therefore, the total running time
of Alg. 2 is O(log(k|S|)× (k|Ē|+ |L||V̄ |) + |Ē| × |L||V̄ |).
5.3 Optimal solution for a single VLink with Mapped End-
points
Once we have a VLink with mapped endpoints and a set of candidate shortest SPaths defined by
the latency constraints, embedding the VLink on an EON involves the following steps:
Path Selection Recall from Section 3.2 that a VLink’s demand can be satisfied by dividing it
into maximum q splits and provisioning each split on an SPath in the EON. Note that different
contiguous segments of spectrum slices on the same SPath can be allocated to provision multiple
splits on the same SPath. Therefore, the choice of up to q paths from the set of candidate shortest
SPaths (which can be up to k) between a VLink’s mapped endpoints for embedding a VLink ē
can be represented using a multi-set Pkē = (Pkē ,m1). m1 : Pkē → Nq (Nq is the set of all integers
between 0 and q inclusive) defines the number of times a path p ∈ Pkē appears in the multi-set
Pkē . m1(p) = 0 indicates exclusion of a path p ∈ Pkē from Pkē . Size of Pkē is then computed
as, |Pkē | =
∑
p∈Pkē
m1(p), where 1 ≤ |Pkē | ≤ q. Since order does not matter in discriminating
multisets, Pkē represents a permutation of the SPaths present in the multi-set Pkē .
Transmission Configuration Selection Each SPath p ∈ Pkē with m1(p) ≥ 1 can be configured
with different transmission configurations to provision different data-rates in such a way that al-
together they achieve the VLink’s demand βē. Recall from Section 4.1 that the same transmission
configuration can be applied to the same path or different paths multiple times to allocate differ-
ent contiguous segments of spectrum slices. Therefore, selection of transmission configurations
for the paths in Pkē results in a multi-set, TPkē = (TPkē ,m2), where TPkē is the set of feasible trans-
mission configurations for the paths in Pkē and m2 defines the number of times a transmission
configuration appears in TPkē . There is an one-to-one correspondence between a path in P
k
ē and a




Spectrum Slice Allocation The final step in VLink mapping is to allocate contiguous segment
of spectrum slices on the SPaths in Pkē , i.e., allocate identical set of spectrum slice indices on each
SLink along each SPath p ∈ Pkē . The number of spectrum slices to allocate is determined by the
transmission configuration t ∈ TPkē selected for p. Spectrum slice allocation for a pair of< p, t >
is represented by the starting slice index sb ∈ S. The ending slice index for each such pair can be
trivially derived using st = sb + nt− 1, where nt is the number slices required for t. Since more
than one distinct SPaths in Pkē can have the same starting slice index, the assignment of spectrum
slices to the SPaths in Pkē can be represented as a multi-set of slice indices, SPkē = (S,m3)
such that |SPkē | = |P
k
ē |, satisfying constraints (4.4) and (4.5). m3 : SPkē → Nq defines the
number of times a slice index from S appears in the multi-set SPkē . Again, there is an one-to-one
correspondence between an SPath in Pkē and a slice assignment in SPkē .
In summary, embedding solution of a VLink ē, Iē, can be represented as a tuple of three
multi-sets, Iē = (Pkē ,TPkē ,SPkē ). The optimal embedding for ē, Aē, is the one requiring minimum
number of spectrum slices. IfM(Pkē ),M(TPkē ), andM(SPkē ) are the set of all possible multi-sets
of Pkē , TPkē , and SPkē , respectively, and n(Iē) is the number of slices used by solution Iē, then Aē
can be defined as:





Our proposed heuristic for a single VLink embedding with already mapped endpoints (Alg. 3)
enumerates all such tuples in a brute-force manner and selects the one that uses the minimum
number of spectrum slices. To accomplish this, we first enumerate all possible multi-sets Pkē
of sizes ranging from 1 to q, i.e., all possible selection of up to q paths from Pkē . For each
enumerated Pkē ∈ M(Pkē), Alg. 3 needs to compute T
opt
Pkē
and SoptPkē , the multi-sets of transmission
configuration and slice indices, respectively, which minimizes n(Pkē), the number of spectrum
slices required for Pkē . However, while computing T
opt
Pkē
and SoptPkē Alg. 3 avoids enumerating all
possible multi-sets by using the following technique.
For a path selection Pkē , Alg. 3 first check whether Pkē satisfies the required differential delay
constraint using the following equation:
∀(p1, p2) ∈ (Pkē × Pkē )s.t.p1 6= p2 :
diff delay(Pkē) = |Lp1 − Lp2| ≤ max diff delay(ē) (5.2)
Then it uses the reach table to enumerate the possible combinations of |Pkē | data-rates such that
their sum equals the VLink’s demand βē. These combinations of data-rates is represented by a
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Algorithm 3: Find the optimal solution for a single VLink
1 function FindOptimal(G, ē,Pkē , Tē)
2 M(Pkē)← φ
3 for i ∈ Nq do
4 M(Pkē)←M(Pkē)∪Multi-Set(Pkē , i)
5 foreach Pkē ∈M(Pkē) do
6 if Pkē does not satisfy differential-delay-constraint (5.2) then
7 continue






9 foreach DPkē ∈M(DPkē ) do
10 ζ(DPkē )← AllPerm(DPkē )
11 foreach DPkē ∈ ζ(DPkē ) do
12 < n,P,T,S >←MDP(Pkē ,DPkē )
13 Find Popt, Topt and Sopt that minimizes n(Pkē ,DPkē ) using (5.3)
14 Iē ←< Popt,Topt,Sopt >
15 Yē ← Yē ∪ Iē
16 return Zē ∈ Yē as the best solution that minimizes (5.1)
multi-set DPkē = (DPkē ,m4), where DPkē is the set of all feasible data-rates for the paths in P
k
ē
according to the reach table, and m4 : DPkē → Nq defines the number of times a data-rate appears






Provisioning the same data-rate over different paths requires different number of spectrum
slices since the paths differ in both physical distance and hop count. To take this into account, for
each DPkē , Alg. 3 considers all permutations of data-rates from DPkē (denoted by ζ(DPkē )) assigned
to the paths in Pkē and computes the number of required spectrum slices for each assignment
using (5.3) (lines 10 – 13).
n(Pkē) = min∀DPkē∈ζ(DPkē )|∀DPkē∈M(DPkē )
n(Pkē ,DPkē ) (5.3)
Here, n(Pkē ,DPkē ) is the number of slices required for a DPkē ∈ ζ(DPkē ) andM(DPkē ) represents
all possible multi-sets of DPkē . T
opt
Pkē
and SoptPkē are then the transmission configuration selection and
spectrum allocation to provision the data-rates to path assignment, respectively, resulting in the
the minimum number of spectrum slices.
A key challenge here is to efficiently evaluate (5.3) without computing for all possibilities.
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Algorithm 4: Algorithm for Computing < n,P,T,S > for Pkē and DPkē
1 function MDP(Pkē ,DPkē )
2 if F [Pkē ,DPkē ] 6= φ then
3 return F [Pkē ,DPkē ]
4 if |Pkē | = 1 then
5 Find t that minimizes nt for p1 ∈ Pkē and d1 ∈ DPkē using (5.5)
6 if t = φ or First-Fit(p1, nt) = φ then
7 n←∞, P ← T ← S ← φ
8 else
9 n← nt, P ← {p1}
10 T ← {t}, S ← First-Fit(p1, nt)
11 Store < n,P , T ,S > to F and return
12 else
13 for i = 1 to |Pkē | do
14 < ni,Pi, Ti,Si >←MDP({pi}, {di})
15 n←
∑i=|Pkē |





i=1 Ti, S ←
⋃i=|Pkē |
i=1 Si
17 if n =∞ then
18 Store <∞, φ, φ, φ > to F and return
19 else if All paths in Pkē are disjoint then
20 Store < n,P , T ,S > to F and return
21 else
22 ζ(Pkē)← AllPerm(Pkē)
23 foreach Pkē ∈ ζ(Pkē) do
24 Snew ←∞
25 foreach pi ∈ Pkē do
26 Si ← First-Fit(pi, n({pi}, {t(d)i }))
27 if Si =∞ then
28 Snew ←∞
29 break
30 Snew ← Snew
⋃
Si
31 if Snew 6=∞ then
32 Store < n,Pkē , T ,Snew > to F and return
33 if There is no valid slice assignment then
34 Store <∞, φ, φ, φ > to F and return
We observe that computation of the optimal n(Pkē ,DPkē ) exhibits optimal substructures and over-
lapping sub-problems, which allow us to leverage memoized Dynamic Programming (DP) to
efficiently evaluate (5.3). Alg. 3 invokes a procedure called MDP (Alg. 4), which uses DP to
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Given DPkē = 〈d1, d2, .., d|Pkē |〉, an ordered set representing a permutation of DPkē , Alg. 4
divides the problem into |Pkē | sub-problems. Each of these sub-problems is represented as
({pi}, {di}), where di is the i-th datarate in DPkē and pi is the i-th path in P
k
ē (Line - 14). Each
di ∈ DPkē |m4(di) > 1 may result in multiple occurrences of the same sub-problems for paths
pi ∈ Pkē with m1(pi) > 1 (i.e., overlapping sub-problems). These sub-problems also have opti-
mal sub-structure property since the optimal solution for n(Pkē ,DPkē ) can be computed using the
following recurrence:




These two properties allow us to memoize results from already solved sub-problems (line 25)
and use them for subsequent recursive invocations of Alg. 4 (lines 2 – 3).
Alg. 4 uses (5.5) to find the most spectrally efficient transmission configuration t such that




∞ if no t can be found
(5.5)
In addition to n({pi}, {di}), Alg. 4 also returns the corresponding transmission configuration
t and a slice assignment S consisting of contiguous and free nt slices for pi. Currently, we are
using a First-fit approach to find S [12]. Note that it is possible that the SLinks on SPath pi do
not have nt contiguous slices, rendering the sub-problem infeasible to solve (lines 17 – 18 and
26 – 27).
Alg. 4 combines the transmission configurations returned by the sub-problems to obtain a
valid transmission configuration selection T for the original problem. However, combining slice
index selections S requires extra care for the following reasons. First, spectrum resources are
shared among the SPaths in Pkē with common SLinks. Second, sub-problems are solved indepen-
dently without considering the shared spectrum resources on the common SLinks between the
SPaths. As a result, slice index selection, S of two sub-problems containing two paths with a
common SLink can end up using the same spectrum slice. Therefore, these slice selections may
become invalid when merging the solutions for the sub-problems for violating the requirement
for non-overlapping spectrum. This also holds for the solution to the sub-problems involving the
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same paths. However, for the paths in Pkē that are disjoint, their slice index assignments from the
sub-problems can be readily combined (line 20).
For the paths in Pkē that are not disjoint, Alg. 4 has to select n({pi}, {t
(d)
i }) contiguous and
un-occupied slices along each SPath pi ∈ Pkē . The order in which Alg. 4 assigns slices to these
paths has an impact on the subsequent slice selection. For instance, slice selections to |Pkē | − 1
paths may fragment the spectrum on one of the SPaths in Pkē in such a way that the SPath does not
have the required number of contiguous and un-occupied slices for the final slice assignment. To
circumvent this issue, Alg. 4 enumerates all permutations of the SPaths in Pkē (denoted by ζ(Pkē))
to find a feasible slice selection. For a given permutation Pkē ∈ ζ(Pkē), it selects first available
n({pi}, {t(d)i }) contiguous slices on each path pi ∈ Pkē in the order pi appears in Pkē . However,
Alg. 4 may not find any Snew even after exploring all permutations in ζ(Pkē). The sub-problem is
considered infeasible for such cases (Line 34).
5.3.1 Running Time Analysis
Alg. 3 explores all the possibilities of choosing the multi-set Pkē . The number of multi-sets of

















For each multi-set Pkē , Alg. 3 enumerates all possible multisets DPkē ∈ M(DPkē ), resulting in(|DPkē |+q−1
q
)
enumerations in the worst case. Alg. 3 invokes Alg. 4 for all the permutations of
each of the multisets DPkē ∈ M(DPkē ). The number of permutations of a multiset DPkē of car-
dinality q is given by the multinomial coefficient, i.e., q!
Πdj∈DPkē
m4(dj)!







times to compute n(Pkē). The most expensive step of














(|DPkē |+ q − 1)!
(|DPkē | − 1)!× Πdj∈DPkēm4(dj)!
× q!
Πpj∈Pkēm1(pj)!
possibilities. Typical values of k and q are





6.1.1 Testbed and Topology
We have implemented both the ILP formulation and the heuristic algorithm in C++. We use
Nobel Germany, Fig. 6.1(a), (17 nodes and 26 links) and Germany50, Fig. 6.1(b), (50 nodes and
88 links) networks from SNDlib repository [2] as the SNs for small and large scale simulations,
respectively. Ten shortest paths between all pairs of SNodes in each SN are pre-computed as
input. Spectrum bandwidth on each SLink is set to 600GHz and 4THz for small scale and large
scale simulations, respectively. For the steady state analysis, we use the Nobel Germany SN and
set 4THz spectrum bandwidth on the SLinks. Depending on the evaluation scenario, we con-
sider fixed- and flex-grid variations of the SN. The fixed-grid variation allocates spectrum slices
in 50Ghz granularity and considers only a few data rates supported by the transponders (i.e.,
100Gbps, 200Gbps, and 400Gbps). Whereas, the flex-grid case allocates spectrum in 12.5Ghz
granularity and allows transponders to support a higher number of data rates up to 800Gbps.
To achieve a given data rate, a transponder is allowed to choose from a number of transmission
configurations provided in reach tables (as discussed in Section 3.1) for both fixed- and flex-grid
variations. Latency characteristics of the SNs are set according to Table 3.1. We synthetically
generate the VNs with different properties based on the simulation scenario. We map each VN-
ode to a random SNode while ensuring that no two VNodes from the same VN are mapped to
the same SNode. VLink demands are varied between 100Gbps to 1Tbps with possible values as
multiples of 100Gbps. Simulations are performed on a machine with 8×10-core 2.40GHz Intel
Xeon E7-8870 processors and 1TB memory.
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(a) Nobel Germany network (b) Germany50 network
Figure 6.1: Substrate networks are used for evaluation
6.1.2 VN generation for microbenchmarking
In this scenario, we consider each VN request in isolation for each of the compared approaches
discussed in Section 6.1.5. We vary the VNs by changing their link to node ratio (LNR) and
the total bandwidth demand, while keeping the number of VNodes fixed at 8 and 50 for small-
and large-scale simulations, respectively. For each simulation run, we generate 5 and 50 VNs
with the same LNR and similar total bandwidth demands for small- and large-scale simulations,
respectively, and report the mean of the performance metrics over those VNs.
6.1.3 VN generation for steady state analysis
This analysis considers VN arrivals and departures over a period of time. This provides insight
into the number of accepted VNs for different compared variants. We have developed an in-
house discrete event simulator that generates simulation scenarios representing the arrival and
departure of VNs. The VN arrival rate of each scenario follows a Poisson distribution with
a given mean. We vary the mean of Poisson distribution between 4 – 12 VNs per 100 time
units. VN life time in all the scenarios is exponentially distributed with a mean of 100 time
units. The number of VNodes of each arrived VN is kept at 8, whereas, the LNR of the VN is
chosen randomly between 1 and 3.5. The simulation time of each scenario is 10000 time units,
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and we exclude measurements from the first 1000 time instances to capture the steady state
performance. For each problem instance, we generate 5 random simulation scenarios and report
mean performance metrics to gain statistical confidence. These parameters have been chosen in
accordance with those used in the network virtualization literature.
6.1.4 Latency constraint generation
For each VN, we generate |Ē| VPath-based latency constraints. To do so, we sort all the shortest
VPaths between all pairs of VNodes in non-increasing order (in terms of the number of VLinks)
and choose the first |Ē| paths. For each selected VPath ā, we generate a latency budget `(ā) by
leveraging the set of input candidate SPaths for each VLink ē ∈ ā, which ensures the existence of
a feasible latency budget for embedding. Otherwise, an arbitrarily generated latency budget can
be too strict (or too relaxed) causing none (or all) of the candidate SPaths to satisfy that budget.
If p∗ē is the SPath with shortest distance among the set of candidate SPaths for a VLink ē ∈ ā,
then the latency budget for the VPath ā is generated as follows:




1.0 ≤ α ≤ 2.0 is a tuning parameter allowing us to vary the strictness of the latency con-
straints. For instance, α = 1.0 implies only the shortest candidate SPath p∗ē for each VLink in ā
can satisfy the latency constraints. When α > 1.0, (6.1) increases the latency bound for a VPath
ā allowing more candidate SPaths for each VLink to satisfy the constraints.
Table 6.1: Compared Variants
Variant Name Latency Con-straints
Differential De-
lay Constraints
L(∞)-DD(∞) α =∞ DDmax=∞
L(α)-DD(∞) Variable α DDmax=∞
L(∞)-DD(250) α =∞ DDmax=250 µs
L(∞)-DD(10) α =∞ DDmax=10 µs
L(α)-DD(250) Variable α DDmax=250 µs
L(α)-DD(10) Variable α DDmax=10 µs
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6.1.5 Compared Variants
We consider six problem variants representing different combinations of latency and differential
delay constraints (Table 6.1). L(∞)-DD(∞) is the baseline that considers neither latency nor dif-
ferential delay constraints, whereas, L(α)-DD(∞) imposes only latency constraints with varying
α. In contrast, L(∞)-DD(250) and L(∞)-DD(10) consider only differential delay constraints.
Depending on the different values of DDmax imposed by the enabling technologies discussed
in Section 3.4.3, there are two more variants L(∞)-DD(250) and L(∞)-DD(10). Finally, L(α)-
DD(250) and L(α)-DD(10) apply both constraints for varying α with the corresponding values
of DDmax, respectively.
6.2 Evaluation Metrics
Spectrum slice usage (SSU) The percentage of spectrum slices allocated to a VN embedding
with respect to the total number of slices in the SN.
Avg. number of splits used for a VLink (NSU) The ratio of the total number of splits used to
embed the VLinks of a VN to the total number of VLinks in a VN.
Avg. number of distinct SPaths used for a VLink (NDP) The ratio of the total number of
distinct SPaths used to map the VLinks of a VN to the number of VLinks in a VN.
Execution Time The time required for an algorithm to find a VN embedding.
Blocking ratio The fraction of VN requests over all the VN requests that could not be embed-
ded on the EON.
Cost ratio The ratio of costs obtained by two different approaches for solving the same prob-
lem instance, where cost is computed using (4.10).
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6.3 Microbenchmarks
6.3.1 Impact of latency and differential delay constraints
Fig. 6.2(a) shows the impact of latency constraint (α=1.25) on SSU, compared to the case where
VNs do not apply any latency guarantee (L(∞)-DD(∞)), for both fixed- and flex- grid EON.
To show the actual impact, ILP formulation is executed on VNs with LNR ranging from 1 to
2.5. We observe that relatively-sparse VNs (i.e., LNR < 2) do not exhibit much increase in
SSU for both fixed- and flex-grid, while denser VNs (i.e., LNR ≥ 2) result in higher SSU when
subject to latency guarantees. This is because VLinks in dense VNs cannot always use the most
spectrally-efficient SPaths due to spectrum resource exhaustion/fragmentation on those SPaths.
The increase in SSU is more marked for fixed-grid due to its lack of flexibility in transmission
configuration and spectrum allocation. Finally, note that, in the solutions obtained with L(∞)-
DD(∞), up to 32% of latency constraints would be violated, which demonstrates the importance

















Figure 6.2: Impact of VN density
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Fig. 6.3(a) shows how NDP and NSU are affected by the differential delay constraints. For
instance, DDmax = 10 forces the splits of a VLink to use SPaths that differ by at most 2km in
length. To ensure that in Nobel Germany SN, the same SPath is used by all the splits of a VLink
in most cases of our simulation, as reflected by the values of NDP (≈1) and NSU (>1) incurred
by L(∞)-DD(10). Such strict requirement also rendered some of the VN embeddings infeasible.
The NDP for L(∞)-DD(250) does not significantly differ from that of L(∞)-DD(∞). In fact,
since the objective function minimizes spectrum usage, shorter SPaths are preferred whenever
possible and splits with high length difference among candidate SPaths are selected rarely.
We observed that considering differential delay constraints does not significantly impact re-
source usage, i.e., SSU. This is because the first few candidate SPaths (sorted in increasing order
of length) of a VLink had sufficient capacity in most cases, allowing VLinks to be mapped on
them. In order to force the VLinks to use a wider range of SPaths, we deliberately generated a
set of VNs that maximize the VLinks with overlapping candidate SPaths, to increase the chances
of having bottleneck SLinks along the first few candidate SPaths. For this scenario, Fig. 6.3(b)
presents the SSU (obtained using the ILP) on fixed-grid while varying the latency budget. Even
in such a scenario, we do not observe significant impact of the differential delay constraint on
SSU. Rather, latency constraints have larger impact on SSU as the α governs which SPaths can





































(b) Impact of latency and diff. delay
Figure 6.3: Small scale analysis
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6.3.2 Comparison between Heuristic and Optimal solution
Our cost function (4.10) is dominated by resource usage in the EON. Therefore, cost ratio be-
tween heuristic and ILP gives an empirical measure of how much additional resources are al-
located by the heuristic. We present the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of cost ratios
in Fig. 6.4(a). Over all instances, the heuristic resulted in only 2.5% and 0.8% additional cost on












Fixed grid Flex grid
Figure 6.4: Cost ratio of the heuristic compared to ILP
6.3.3 Scalability Analysis
Fig. 6.5(a) presents a comparison between the heuristic’s and the ILP’s execution time for solving
the same problem instances across different variants. In general, flex-grid increases complexity
due to higher number of data rates and finer spectrum granularity, resulting in increased running
time for both ILP and heuristic. Higher LNR implies a larger number of VLinks, hence, the
larger execution time. ILP’s execution time is not influenced by the adoption of differential delay
constraint. However, the heuristic becomes faster for the same scenarios as it prunes the search
space by considering only the combination of SPaths that satisfy differential delay constraint.
In all cases, heuristic was observed to run 3 to 4 orders of magnitude faster than ILP. We also
run the heuristic on much larger problem instances (described in Section 6.1.1) and report the
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execution time by varying α in Fig. 6.5(b) and by varying VN LNR in Fig. 6.5(c). Fig. 6.5(b)
shows that increasing α expands heuristic’s search space by allowing more SPaths as the potential
candidates, resulting in increased running time. Fig. 6.5(c) shows that even for a VN with as











































































(c) Impact of VN density in large scale
Figure 6.5: Scalability analysis
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6.4 Steady State Analysis
We simulate the arrival of VNs at different rates on both fixed- and flex-grid EON and embed a
VN as it arrives using the heuristic. Fig. 6.6 presents the blocking ratio for a number of variants
by varying arrival rate of VNs. L(∞)-DD(∞), our baseline variant, yields the lowest blocking
ratio, but does not guarantee that all the latency constraints will be satisfied. Among the com-
pared variants, the one with the strictest latency constraint (i.e., α = 1.1) results in the highest
blocking ratio, i.e., 20% and 12% more on average than the baseline for fixed- and flex-grid
EONs. This is because only a small fraction of the candidate SPaths of a VLink can satisfy
such latency constraints, which also skews the resource usage on the SLinks of those SPaths.
Relaxing the latency constraint (i.e., increasing α) allows the VNs to be embedded using other
(potentially longer) SPaths avoiding the bottleneck SLinks, hence, blocking ratio decreases for
higher α. Applying only differential delay constraints does not significantly impact the blocking
ratio, which conforms with our previous finding on SSU. Unlike latency constraints, differential
delay constraints do not reduce the size of the candidate SPath pool for a VLink, thus yields a

















































Figure 6.6: Impact of arrival rate and latency constraints
We also vary SN density (i.e., SN LNR) for a fixed arrival rate of 10 and present the re-
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sulting blocking ratio for different variants in Fig. 6.7. For a sparse SN, i.e., a ring SN, only
2 SPaths are available for mapping each VLink and candidate SPaths of different VLinks over-
lap with each other. Consequently, spectrum resources in SLinks exhaust faster, forcing all the
variants to block similar percentages of VNs. With the increase in SN LNR and consequently
spectrum resources up to a certain point, spectrum capacity no longer remains a bottleneck and
blocking ratio becomes dominated by latency constraints, yielding a similar behavior as the one
in Fig. 6.6. Finally, as the SN become denser, higher SPath diversity eliminates the impact of





















































Figure 6.7: Impact of SN density and latency constraints
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Conclusion
Motivated by the increasing demand for low-latency services, in this thesis, we addressed the
problem of VN embedding over EON with latency guarantees. We considered both fixed- and
flex-grid EONs with flexible transmission parameters, namely baud rate, modulation format, and
FEC overhead to efficiently allocate resources to VLinks. We presented a novel approach that
constrains latency over virtual paths, instead of bounding the latency on each virtual links, to
better capture application latency requirements. We also identified latency contributions of vari-
ous active/passive elements in an EON. To analyze the impact of latency constraints on resource
allocation, we presented an ILP formulation for embedding VNs that respect latency and differ-
ential delay constraints when using multiple SPaths to satisfy VLink demands. We also devised a
heuristic solution to address the computational complexity of the ILP formulation. Our proposed
heuristic performs close to the ILP formulation while executing several orders of magnitude
faster. In static scenarios, our extensive simulations, based on realistic reaches, transmission
configurations, and topologies, show that guaranteeing latency does not require significant addi-
tional resources. However, in a dynamic scenario, an additional 20% and 12% VN requests were
blocked for fixed- and flex-grid EONs (Nobel Germany topology), respectively, when subject to
latency constraints. We also showed that by adding 15% SLinks to the unmodified Nobel Ger-




There are several promising directions for future research as follows:
Variable VNode mapping: In this thesis, we considered fixed node mapping, i.e., each VNode
is mapped to an SNode as part of the VN mapping requirement. Instead of a fixed node mapping
each VNode could have multiple SNodes options to be mapped to. However, having a variable
node mapping increases the complexity of the problem significantly.
Cost functions: In our work, we try to find a VN embedding which minimizes the resource
allocation in terms of number of spectrum slices. This approach could lead to spectrum frag-
mentation; consequently, embedding other VNs could be more costly or even infeasible due to
the contiguity and continuity constraints. One way to overcome this issue is by changing the
objective function that considers the spectrum fragmentation as a part of the cost.
Admission control: For the dynamic embedding, we simply accept and embed any VN which
could be embedded using our heuristic. One possible issue with this approach is that accepting a
high demand VN could lead to rejecting many low demand VNs. This issue could be addressed
by having an admission control which accepts VNs based on some criteria such as expected
revenue to maximize the benefit in dynamic embedding.
Batch embedding: Our proposed solution only tackles the problem of embedding a single
VN at a time. An interesting extension to our work is VNE for multiple VNs at the same time
considering different cost functions, such as acceptance ratio, resource utilization, spectrum frag-
mentation and so on.
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